STROKE 2023
APRIL 29 TO MAY 1

STROKE

ART FAIR FOR NEW CONTEMPORARY ART
We are the next generation. We are curious, open minded and we're embracing the world. We know that there is
not just one truth, not only black and white. The time we live in o ers more opportunities than ever before in
history, and we are determined to use them.
We're in love with young art. But "young" is not a synonym for a certain age group, it represents the mindset of
open minded and emancipated human beings. We believe that art doesn't needs to be attested by stamps, price
tags and academic certi cates.
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Instead globalisation and digitisation o er unique opportunities to connect with people from all over the world
sharpening our awareness for possibilities and opportunities in life. We're pleading for dialogue and open our
minds to the diversity and creativity of our time.

Munich is the third largest city in Germany, after Berlin and Hamburg,
and the 12th biggest city of the European Union, with a population of
above 1.5 million. The Munich Metropolitan Region is home to over
5.8 million inhabitants.
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MUNICH
The city is a major centre of art, advanced technologies,
nance, publishing, culture, innovation, education, business,
and tourism in Germany and Europe and enjoys a very high
standard and quality of living, reaching #1 in Germany.
The income per capita in Munich is round about 31,8% higher
than the average capita in Germany.

THE STROKE VENUE

CHARMING &
UNIQUE
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Nested on an arti cial island inside the Isar River, Praterinsel was
build in 1810 to work as an amusement park such as the Prater in
Vienna (Austria). 60 years later it became a famous distillery.
Since 1988 Praterinsel is dedicated to art and culture to host
various events, exhibitions and artist studios.
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Zollgewölbe

THE STROKE VENUE IN MUNICH

Orangerie

Füllhalle

Our venue “Praterinsel” is a historic sight and therefore you can’t compare
it to classic fair venues. “Praterinsel” consists of 3 exhibition halls in the
main house and 1 exhibition hall in the annex. On the ground level you will
nd “Füllhalle” which is the main place for participating galleries,
“Zollgewölbe” is situated in the basement as well as the “Wurzelkeller” –
both with plenty of daylight.

How to participate
at STROKE?
At STROKE Art Fair in Munich application is open to galleries, societies, collectives
or single creatives from the various elds of painting, sculpture, photography, animation,
illustration, typography, product- or graphic design, comic or digital art.
Registering for the application process is easy like that! Please send an E-Mail including
basic information about the applicant and a link to your portfolio (website or social media
account).
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If your portfolio matches the art fairs program, you will automatically receive an
information e-mail when the o cial application process starts.

The prices.
Contrary to most other art fairs, at STROKE you don’t rent a speci c booth size. You rent wall space / hanging space.

CATEGORY GALLERY
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participation fee 110 EUR (+VAT.)
booths starting from 3m wall for 550 EUR (+ VAT.)
adding additional panels (1m) at 130 EUR (+ VAT) each*
1 LED-light per 1,5m is standard
booking additional light optional
no guarantee for speci c shape and position of the booth

*max 3 additional panels
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participation fee 210 EUR (+ MwSt.)
booths starting from 9m wall for 2.070 EUR (+ VAT)
adding additional panels (1m) at 230 EUR (+ MwSt.) each
1 LED-light per 1,5m is standard
booking additional light optional
no guarantee for speci c shape and position of the booth
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CATEGORY SINGLE ARTIST

The wall panels

We’re looking forward
to meet you!
Please join us for STROKE 2020 (March 19 to 22) in Munich and celebrate new contemporary art
in a one of a kind historical surrounding right in the middle of Munich. If you are interested or if you
have any additional questions - please don’t hesitate to get in touch with us. Our team is pleased to
answer your questions and support you with your necessary planning.

Visit our website: www.stroke-artfair.com
Send us an E-Mail: info@stroke-artfair.com

